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Abstract
Today, organizations across industries are experiencing an unprecedented
rate of change driven by technological advances and highly engaged digital
consumer. For public sector organizations, the key for differentiation lies not only
in meeting the demands successfully, but in meeting the requirements faster with
innovative solutions. To strike a balance between speed and stability, public sector
organizations need both a traditional enterprise IT function as well as an additional
function in the form of a lean IT structure (high-speed IT function). The two-speed
model will help public sector organizations in gaining the requisite agility and
stability that is needed to be at par with their commercial counterparts and improve
mission outcomes.

Leveraging Two-Speed IT
Today, organizations across industries are
experiencing an unprecedented rate of
change driven by technological advances
and highly engaged digital consumer.
To strike a balance between speed and
stability, public sector organizations need
both a traditional enterprise IT function
as well as an additional high-speed IT
function. This two-speed (2-speed) model
will help public sector organizations in
gaining the requisite agility and stability
that is needed to be at par with their
commercial counterparts and improve
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High Speed IT Set Up
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process
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• Multi-skilled prototype
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Figure 1 Teen Safety program delivered through 2-speed IT format

Example 2: A leading aircraft manufacturer

simulations performed by the analytics

18 months. About 12 proven ideas coming

wanted to incubate advanced analytics

applications.

from these high-speed projects were

capabilities for aircraft simulation in a
short timeframe. The solution was required
for its regional marketing directors and
analysts to perform ad-hoc analysis and
simulations. The intention was to help
their customers (commercial airlines and
operators) to make the right strategic
decisions by seeing the results of the
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Infosys partnered with the company
and helped set up a high speed IT team

promoted to the traditional IT organization
for delivery into production.

that could deliver rapid experimentation

These organizations set up a high-speed

based on emerging technology concepts

IT function with a clear focus on delivering

which the organization did not have the

projects that require rapid experimentation

ability to incubate within the traditional

and market testing.

IT organization. The high-speed IT team
successfully delivered over 39 projects in

Creating a High-Speed IT
Organization

method, Infosys has created an IT Demand

Infosys Demand Selection Framework and

Selection Framework. This framework

its components, respectively.

To help IT leaders to decide on whether a

decision makers to evaluate IT projects

provides contextual guidelines and helps

project needs to be executed by high-

based on multi-dimensional evaluation

speed IT or by traditional enterprise IT

criteria. Figure 2 and Table 1 show the
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Lean Governance

Business Initiatives

Product
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IT
Demand

Objective

Rapid
experimentation
approach

Emerging
technologies

Technology stack

On-demand
infrastructure

Techno-functional
team with high
appreciation
for emerging
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Development ecosystem

Skill demand

Decision Framework
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EA permitted
technologies
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with standard SDLC
framework

Standard
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Standard
technology skills

Figure 2 Infosys Demand Selection Framework

Table 1 Components of Infosys Demand Selection Framework
Dimensions

High-speed IT

Traditional Enterprise IT

IT demands with an objective of customer intimacy and
product leadership that requires continuous market
testing for stabilizing ambiguous requirements need to
be fulfilled by high-speed IT

IT demand with an objective of operational efficiency or

Technology stack

Open source or any other non-enterprise architecture
permitted technology stack

Enterprise architecture defined technology stack

Deployment time

30-45 days avoiding the enterprise change
deployment process

6-12 months

Development ecosystem

Partner ecosystem leveraging third party collaboration in
an agile format

Enterprise hierarchy using standard SDLC framework

Infrastructure demand

On demand

Standard software and hardware infrastructure

Developers skillset

Rapid prototype developers with knowledge of multiple
technologies and business domain

Specialized technology skills and business analysts for
requirement analysis and management

Objective of the IT demand

cost reduction with predictable requirements needs to
be fulfilled by traditional enterprise IT
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High Speed and Traditional
Enterprise IT Integration

speed and traditional enterprise IT:

speed by incorporating

• Common architecture and design 		

- Rapid experimentation process

principles

Integration between the rapid
experimentation process and enterprise

- Lean governance

• Common coding standards so that the

change deployment process is key for

code of the minimum viable product can

high-speed IT and traditional enterprise IT

be used while constructing an enterprise

to coexist. The common guiding principles

solution

help in integrating both along with their
associated processes (Figure 3).

• The minimum viable product should be
completely reusable

A minimum viable product developed in
a high-speed IT organization has limited
functionality, scalability, and support
capability. A minimum viable product can
be matured into an enterprise application
in a traditional enterprise IT function.
However, incorporation of new end user

• Usage of reusable components used in
both the IT functions

• Ability to decompose a large enterprise
IT program into logical parts and identify
the components/parts which can be
fulfilled through high-speed IT.

- Multi-skilled teams
- Emerging technologies and 		
capabilities
- Calculated risks.

Building Blocks of Highspeed IT Organization
To set up a high-speed IT organization,
Infosys recommends well-established
rapid experimentation process, leveraging
best practices from agile, DevOps
methodologies, lean governance structure,

features in an enterprise solution may

Organizations will need to make the

emerging technology-based solutions,

require a higher speed to market and

following changes to set up a high-speed

and accelerators and design thinking

hence could be fulfilled through the high-

IT function in addition to the traditional IT

techniques for creating a precise minimum

speed IT. Hence, an intersection of rapid

function:

viable product.

experimentation process with enterprise
change deployment process is highly

• Traditional and high-speed IT 		
organizations must coexist with clearly

desirable.

defined objectives

Following are some of the critical factors

• Create ability for enterprise IT to deliver

for successful integration between high-

select initiatives at significantly higher

Minimum Viable Product

Limited  Functionality

Limited  Scalability

Limited Support
Capability

Rapid Experimentation
and Market Testing of
End User Features

High-speed IT
organization
Traditional
Enterprise IT

Enterprise Solution

Enhanced
Functionality

Higher Scalability ,
Reliability and
Security

Global  Support
Capability

Figure 3 High-speed IT and Traditional Enterprise IT integration
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Rapidly Deployable
End User Features

Rapid Experimentation Process
Infosys follows a 30-40 days rapid experimentation cycle to fulfil IT demands (Figure 4).
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Figure 4 Rapid experimentation process in high-speed IT

Table 2 Rapid Experimentation Phases
Phases of Rapid

Key Components

Experimentation Cycle
Define the Demand

• Objective and outcome
• Scope of the experiment
• High level customer journeys
• Experimentation timeline
• Experimentation cost
• Stakeholder map
• Potential risks

Harvest the Demand

• Identification of persona
• Create customer journeys
• Create workflows
• Create wireframe
• High level technical design

Construct Minimum Viable

• Iterative development
• Validate
• Feasibility study for limited production deployment
• Production support of minimum viable product

Product

Review and Showcase
Technology Prototype

• Showcase the minimum viable product to key business stakeholders
• Take feedback from key business stakeholders and incorporate back in the minimum
viable product
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• Continuous delivery and integration/

Following are some of the critical
factors for successful execution of rapid

feedback to developers

build-deploy-test

experimentation process:

• Service virtualization and infrastructure-

• A minimum viable product is created in

on-demand

an agile-based software delivery

• Continuous application monitoring and

• End user feedback and backlog 		
prioritization from a real economic sense

• Escalation matrix to include board 		
members for certain critical projects.

Following are some of the key operational metrics associated with the rapid experimentation process for deploying and testing a minimum
viable product (Table 3):
Table 3 Operational Metrics of Rapid Experimentation Process
KPIs

Measuring Index

Deploy velocity

10x speed of traditional enterprise IT overriding change deployment process

Production upgrade lead time

In hours

Upgrade failure rate

In percent

Mean time to recover

In minutes

Lean Governance Structure
Infosys believes a lean governance
structure is required to operate a high-

brings the needed agility in operations by

speed IT function, Figure 5 presents an

building a collaborative culture across the

illustrative governance structure in high-

high-speed IT organization. While Table 4

speed IT function.

shows lean governance entities in a high-

speed IT organization. A lean structure

Table 4 Lean Governance Entities in High-speed IT Function
Governance Entity

Description

Mentoring group

Responsible for demand prioritization and fund management

Solution design group

Responsible for solution design leveraging design thinking approach

Project delivery group

Build, test, and deploy technology prototype

Customer Organization

Infosys

Executive Sponsor

Infosys Engagement
Manager

Technical Manager

Solution Designer

Innovation Architect/s

Mentoring Group

Design Group

Onsite
Offshore
Pool of Rapid Prototype Developers

Figure 5 Illustrative governance structure in high-speed IT function
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Project Delivery Group

Effectiveness Scorecard
A scorecard with key performance indicators is a must to measure the success of any high-speed IT function.
Table 5 Scorecard to Measure Success of High-speed IT Function
Dimension

KPIs

Financial

• Provision of IT budget for high-speed IT
• Utilization of IT budget

Customers

• Business capability developed for lines of business
• Lines of business consuming the services of high-speed IT function

Operational

• Projects added in the high-speed IT demand portfolio
• Business case approved for commercialization/productionisation
• Reusable assets created

Human Capital

• Talents available to create a high-speed IT organization
• Training programs conducted on emerging technologies

Policy Exceptions for High-speed
IT Function

Conclusion

Following are some of the policy

High-speed IT is not a project or a

exceptions that are required to set up a

program level set up, rather it is an

high-speed IT function in an organization:

enterprise level construct. Combining

• On-boarding and experimentation 		

high-speed IT with traditional IT

with emerging technologies, including

function, that is, a 2-speed IT format

open source, even if it is not permitted in

accelerates innovation, improves

enterprise technology stack

time to market and changes the

• Recruitment of high skilled technologists
with differentiated compensation and
benefits

• Infrastructure-on-demand
• Collaboration channel between IT, 		
business and third-party stakeholders

• Escalation metrics should include senior

mindset of the business to partner
with IT. To meet the changing business
demands and digital landscape, CIOs
today need to evaluate strategy and
set up a high-speed IT organization
without jeopardizing the traditional
IT principles of reliability, security, and
governance.

executives.
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